
THREE GABLES
A R T H U R  L A N E



EQUESTRIAN 
ESCAPE

Nestled amidst the serene countryside,
discover "Three Gables," an
extraordinary equestrian property
that embodies the epitome of rural
living. This detached 5-bedroom
bungalow, poised on just over 5 acres of
pristine land, is a testament to the
perfect fusion of tranquillity and
modern comfort.

Surrounded by the lush expanse of
Breightmet Golf Course and
picturesque fields, the property offers
stunning vistas in every direction.
Whether you're a golf enthusiast or
simply appreciate the beauty of the open
countryside, this location is a paradise
for both animal and nature lovers.





COUNTRYSIDE 
RETREAT

Accessible via a lane secured by
electric gates, this unique home has
undergone a remarkable
transformation, with the current
owners investing significantly in its
redesign and expansion.

Upon entering through the sheltered
porch, you'll be welcomed by a
residence that effortlessly
harmonizes modern sophistication
with enduring charm. 

The interior has been artfully
reimagined to establish a seamless flow,
ensuring a harmonious connection
between each space.

Underfoot, the entrance hallway
boasts tiled flooring that extends a
welcoming gesture. To the left, a
convenient guest WC awaits, perfect
for visitors, with a cloakroom
adjacent to it for added convenience.





CULINARY 
HAVEN

Follow the T-shaped hallway, and as you turn right,
you'll find the stylishly designed modern country-
style dining kitchen, tailored for contemporary family
living. It also has its own separate entrance via a porch,
perfect for keeping muddy wellies and helmets.

Elegant grey shaker-style units are crowned by a
central island unit that comfortably accommodates
four. oak worktops add a touch of warmth and
authenticity to the space, while by the window, a classic
Belfast sink invites you to wash dishes with a view – a
truly picturesque scene beyond.

Equipped with the latest conveniences, the space
includes integrated dishwasher, fridge, and freezer
along with a range-style oven with a stainless steel
extractor above. The rustic charm of brick-tiled
splashbacks and feature wall evokes a sense of history
and heritage, adding character to the space.







As you step onto the herringbone-
patterned flooring, it guides you
seamlessly into the dining area, where
natural light pours in through bi-
folding doors that beckon you
towards one of three enchanting
patio areas. This is a space where
culinary artistry and family
gatherings come together
effortlessly, creating memories that
will linger for years to come.



From the dining room, flow
through the glazed double doors
into the spacious lounge.
Here, a wood-panelled feature wall
is the backdrop for a wall-mounted
television, elegantly
complementing the wooden
flooring. Furniture is
thoughtfully arranged around a
corner-set floor-mounted
woodburner stove.

FLEXIBLE 
SPACES







With glass spanning all three sides,
the conservatory offers
unobstructed vistas of the
picturesque countryside. It also
provides direct access to the
elevated decking, where you'll find a
sunken hot tub and a patio area with
steps leading gracefully down to
the garden below.

Ideal for entertaining, Soak up the
sun throughout the day on the
patios, enjoying a glass of wine and
the company of family and friends.



On the opposite side of the house, you'll
discover an extended family room that
offers captivating views of the
countryside through a generously sized
picture window almost spanning the
full width of the room. Natural light
pours in from both this window and
three expansive Velux windows set within
the soaring vaulted ceiling. 

A floor-mounted woodburner stove is
thoughtfully placed against a striking
teal-coloured feature wall,
harmoniously complementing the cool
grey carpeting and crisp white walls.  To
one end, a purpose-built timber bar takes
centre stage, redefining the art of
hosting and entertaining with
effortless style. Its generous counter
space invites the mixing of cocktails and
serving of drinks, exuding warmth
through polished wood that sets a cosy
yet refined ambiance. 

You can easily access the four-car
garage from this area, and it currently
serves as a versatile utility and games
room, complete with both a ping pong
table and a pool table, making it an ideal
space for families with children to enjoy.

FAMILY LIVING





The main bedroom, carpeted for
comfort, adjoins the family room
and boasts its modern ensuite,
complete with a wet room shower,
wall-mounted vanity washbasin,
back-to-wall WC, and stylish black
taps and fittings. 

Additionally, a generously sized
dressing room adds convenience
and style to the space, featuring
fitted shelves for organized
storage, ample hanging rails, and an
elegant dressing table. This
combination of functionality and
luxury ensures a comfortable and
sophisticated start to your day. 

With two rear windows and two
Velux windows set within the
vaulted ceiling, this area offers a
tranquil and secluded retreat,
discreetly separated from the rest
of the home.

DREAM 
SUITE





Just beyond the main hallway, you'll
find four additional generously
sized bedrooms. On the left, the
second bedroom offers a view of the
serene rear aspect. It boasts fitted
white glossy wardrobes accented by
a stylish grey walnut edging. The
bed area is adorned with silvery
damask wallpaper, lending an
elegant touch. This bedroom also
features an ensuite shower room,
finished in captivating blue mosaics.
The ensuite is equipped with a wall-
mounted wash basin, WC, urinal, and
a luxurious wet room shower.



Bedroom three offers countryside
vistas and the same built-in
wardrobes. behind the bed, a makeup-
themed wallcovering serves as a
stylish feature.

In bedroom four, there's ample space
for a double bed, featuring sleek
laminate flooring and pristine
white walls accented by silver
damask wallcovering.

Bedroom five comes complete with
fitted wardrobes, a dressing table,
and a bedside drawer in a charming
beech finish. The walls are adorned
with a playful pink spotty
wallcovering, creating a delightful
and cosy atmosphere.



BATHROOM BLISS
Indulge in relaxation in the family bathroom, which
features a tiled-in bath, dual sinks paired with mirrored
cupboard storage above, a back-to-wall WC, bidet, urinal,
and a luxurious wet room shower, all accented with
elegant travertine-style tiling.





For those who have a passion for horses, this property offers a
haven for all your equine needs. Spread across the extensive
grounds are two generously sized fields, providing ample space
for your four-legged companions to roam and graze freely.
Additionally, there's a recently renovated parade square, a
testament to the attention to detail and commitment to
creating a well-equipped equestrian environment.

The property is also graced with a range of stables, tac rooms, and
outbuildings, ensuring that every aspect of horse care and
management is accommodated. 
In addition to the equestrian amenities, there's a large chicken
coop, a well-organized wood store, a large duck pond and not
one, but two meticulously maintained vegetable patches. 

Designed away from the menage, next to the house is an expansive
garden area with numerous inviting patios that provide a
plethora of options for basking in the sun or enjoying outdoor
dining. Elevated flower beds and private hedge rows not only add
to the aesthetics but also create a welcoming habitat for a
variety of wildlife, from buzzing bees to cheerful birds. You can
often spot these delightful visitors from the comfort of your
indoor spaces, thanks to strategically placed feeders.

The garden is thoughtfully designed with a secure enclosure,
making it an ideal haven for families with children or energetic
dogs. Its expansive, well-maintained lawn also provides the perfect
pitch for a game of football, ensuring that outdoor recreation
and relaxation go hand in hand in this idyllic setting.

VERDANT 
SURROUNDINGS



OWNER QUOTE: We have our own
private access to the golf course
where we walk our dog every day!





FINER DETAILS:

Fabulous Equestrian Home Set In 5+ Acres
Spacious Extended Five Bedroom Detached Bungalow
Surrounded By Countryside On All Sides
Several Outbuildings Incl. 7 Stables, A Manège, Tac
Rooms, Hay Store, Wood Shed & Chicken Coop
Four Reception Rooms

THE HOUSE
368.1 SQ.M (3963 SQ. FT) APPROX.

THE OUTBUILDINGS
201.7 SQ.M (2171 SQ. FT) APPROX.

Three Bathrooms (Two Ensuite) & Guest WC
Gated Access
Driveway For Several Cars
Four Car Garage Plus Workshop
Council Tax Band: G
EPC Rated:
Tenure: Freehold



FURTHER 
AFIELD

Turn left along the lane and within a
few minutes arrive in the centre of
Harwood – handy for a round of golf
at the local golf club or completing
the weekly shop at Morrisons. Turning
right, 10 minutes of travel by car
delivers you into Bury town centre, the
perfect place to pick up your shopping
from its world famous market. 

Secluded but not isolated, the pretty
village of Ainsworth is only a five-
minute walk away, home to the
delightful Casalingo Italian restaurant
and one or two welcoming country
inns, a Post Office and a dentist.

Nature envelops Three Gables,
surrounded by lush green
countryside on all sides. It's
effortless to immerse oneself in the
tranquillity of this rural setting,
occasionally overlooking the superb
connectivity this residence offers.

Commuters are well served close to
great transport links via the M62 from
Bury or into Bolton to connect with
the major motorway links north and
south.

Explore the countryside on foot,
walking straight out onto the golf
course through your own private gate
or across the way to Lowercroft
Reservoirs, a trio of beautiful lakes
popular with dogwalkers and joggers. 
Watch the latest movie at the cinema in
Bury or Bolton, there is an abundance
of sights to see and entertainment to
enjoy in the many surrounding towns. 



Families are well served by a number
of well-regarded local schools
including Canon Slade, ten minutes
away in Bolton, Bury Grammar – also
only ten minutes away by car, Turton
High and the distinguished Bolton
School – reachable in around 20
minutes.
This property truly embodies the
spirit of self-sufficiency and rural
living, offering a lifestyle where you
can embrace nature, cultivate your
own produce, and create a
harmonious haven for both animals
and humans alike. 
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